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This bibliography is, of course, selective. In one respect only has completeness been attempted: all the American works of fiction discussed in this study are listed in Section One, together with other works by the authors of fiction which may be considered useful background reading. Section Two is a sampling of complementary sources which may contribute to a better understanding of the contemporary American literary and cultural scene, "contemporary" being stretched to embrace a generation or so after 1820. These titles have been chosen for the information they offer or the manner they use. Thus Dwight's writings have much to say about current issues of the day, and their strongly-worded opinions suggest clashes with opponents as dogmatic as Dwight, while Allen's Narrative or the Burrs' correspondence illustrate, above all, modes of literary expression which were characteristic of the age. Section Three lists book and articles that have been generally serviceable. It naturally includes certain literary histories frequently referred to, but also books and articles devoted to individual writers and aspects which have been useful, beyond the discussion of their immediate subject, through their suggestive effect—perhaps a comparison or the outline of a general background. Otherwise, this bibliography has tried to avoid duplication of material found elsewhere in the present study. Books and articles with a specific relevance to individual authors and issues are mentioned only in the footnotes, and "obvious" books have been omitted (especially handbooks and reference works). Some items published after 1967 have been added for the sake of completeness.

An (R) marks the editions referred to in the text where more than one edition of any given work is listed here. Unless stated otherwise, the titles published through 1820 are first editions.
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Hitchcock, Enos. *The Farmer’s Friend, or the History of Mr. Charles Worthy.* Boston, 1793.


——. *A Discourse on Education.* Providence, R.I., n.d.

[Holman, Jessee L.] *The Prisoners of Niagara, or Errors of Education.* Frankfort, Ky., 1810.


*Humanity in Algiers: or, The Story of Azem.* Troy, N.Y., 1801.

Imlay, Gilbert. *The Emigrants, &c. or The History of an Expatriated


[Ingersoll, Charles Jared.] Inchquin, the Jesuit's Letters. New York, 1810.


Irish Emigrant, The; see Douglass, Adam.


[Jenks, William.] Memoir of the Northern Kingdom, Written, A.D.


———. Extracts from the Journals of Marshal Soult. Newburyport, Mass., 1817.


Life and Times of Father Quipes, The; see McFarland, John.

Life of Alexander Smith, The; see Sargent, Charles.

[McFarland, John?] The Life and Times of Father Quipes, otherwise Dominick O'Blarney. Written by Himself. Carlisle, Pa., 1820.


Mann, Herman. Life of Deborah Sampson, the Female Soldier in the War of the Revolution. Introduction and notes by John Adams Vinton. Boston, 1866.


Manvill, Mrs. P. D. Lucinda, or the Mountain Mourner. Johnstown, N.Y., 1807. 2d ed. (with additions). Ballston Spa, N.Y., 1810 (R).

Margaretta; or, the Intricacies of the Heart. Philadelphia, 1807.


Moreland Vale; or the Fair Fugitive [by the author of The Fortunate Discovery]. New York, 1801.

[Morgan, Joseph.] The History of the Kingdom of Basaruah. Boston, 1715.

Morgan, Joseph. The History of the Kingdom of Basaruah, and Three Unpublished Letters. By Joseph Morgan. Edited (with an in-

Murphy, Francis, comp. Tales of an Evening. Norristown, Pa., 1815.


Patterson, Mrs. The Unfortunate Lovers, and Cruel Parents...The Seventeenth Edition. Random[?], 1797.


———. John Bull in America; or, the New Munchausen. New York, 1825.

———. Koningsmarke, the Long Finne. 2 vols. New York, 1823.


[Read, Martha.] Monima; or, the Beggar Girl. 2d ed. New York, 1803.

[Relf, Samuel.] Infidelity, or the Victims of Sentiment. Philadelphia, 1797.

Robber, The, or Sons of Night. Weathersfield, Conn., 1816.
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Rosa; or, American Genius and Education. New York, 1810.
—. The Inquisitor; or, Invisible Rambler. 3 vols. Philadelphia, 1793.
—. Mentoria; or the Young Lady's Friend. 2 vols. Philadelphia, 1794.
—. Reuben and Rachel; or, Tales of Old Times. Boston, 1798.
—. Sarah, or the Exemplary Wife. Boston, 1813.
—. A Present for Young Ladies; Containing Poems, Dialogues, Addresses, &c. as Recited by the Pupils of Mrs. Rowson's Academy. Boston, 1811.
St. Herbert, a Tale. Windsor, Conn., 1813.
St. Hubert; or, Mistaken Friendship. District of Columbia, 1800.
—. Secret History; or, The Horrors of St. Domingo. Philadelphia, 1808.
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——. *Letters from Washington...By a Foreigner*. Washington, 1818.
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For the periodicals of the age, consult the footnotes.
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